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ABSTRACT

maximum number of evaluations is usually limited to only a few
hundred evaluations for such problems.
In principle, it is possible to reduce the total running time by
executing multiple evaluations in parallel. This, however, requires
more computational resources. Population-based algorithms, like
evolutionary algorithms (EAs), which can handle several candidate
solutions per iteration can easily benefit from parallel computation.
Among EAs the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy
(CMA-ES) is the state-of-the-art for real-valued optimization [5] .
Reducing the number of function evaluations is another important improvement for the optimization problem’s efficiency.
Bayesian optimization (BO)[2, 8] achieves these reductions by implementing a data-driven surrogate model. Other than CMA-ES, BO
is not directly applicable for multiple parallel evaluations but several adaptations exists [4]. Considering this, two research questions
arise:
RQ-1 Can parallel variants of BO outperform inherently parCCS CONCEPTS
allel algorithms like CMA-ES if the evaluation budget is
• Mathematics of computing → Bayesian computation; Probaseverely constrained?
bilistic algorithms; • Theory of computation → Timed and
RQ-2
Which parallel variants of BO show the best perforhybrid models; Parallel computing models; • Computing methodmance?
ologies → Modeling and simulation;
To answer these questions we perform an empirical study. To
make execution times practicable, we do not work with expensive
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real-world problems. Instead, we use the Black-Box-OptimizationParallel Optimization, Bayesian optimization, CMAES, BBOB
Benchmarking test suite (BBOB) [6] and maintain a maximum of
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100 evaluations.

Many black-box optimization problems rely on simulations to evaluate the quality of candidate solutions. These evaluations can be
computationally expensive and very time-consuming. We present
and approach to mitigate this problem by taking into consideration
two factors: The number of evaluations and the execution time.
We aim to keep the number of evaluations low by using Bayesian
optimization (BO) – known to be sample efficient– and to reduce
wall-clock times by executing parallel evaluations. Four parallelization methods using BO as optimizer are compared against the inherently parallel CMA-ES. Each method is evaluated on all the 24
objective functions of the Black-Box-Optimization-Benchmarking
test suite in their 20-dimensional versions. The results show that
parallelized BO outperforms the state-of-the-art CMA-ES on most
of the test functions, also on higher dimensions.
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INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of candidate solutions in real world optimization
problems is often expensive and time-consuming. Therefore, the
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METHODOLOGY

Two optimization algorithms were implemented and compared: BO
and CMA-ES.
BO is an iterative global optimization framework useful for expensive black-box derivative free problems. Four parallelization
methods were tested: investment portfolio improvement (IPI) [9],
multi-point expected improvement (q-EI) [3], multi-objective infill
criteria (MOI) [1], and multi-kernel Bayesian optimization (mK-BO).
mK-BO refers to an approach where a different BO configuration is
run on each free core of the parallel environment. For example, one
core implements BO with expected improvement as an acquisition
function while another core runs BO with predicted value as its
acquisition function.
The CMA-ES is a state-of-the-art EA for optimizing non-linear
non convex black-box functions. Given its population-based nature
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it is easily implementable in parallel environments without any
notable modification.

The algorithms were extensively tested on the BBOB benchmarking
test suite. The test suite contains 24 single objective test functions
organized into five groups: Separable, low to moderate conditioning,
unimodal and high conditioned, multi-modal with adequate global
structure, and lastly, multi-modal with weak global structure.
BO uses Gaussian Process [7] as a surrogate model. The radial
P
basis function Σi = exp(− nj=1 θ j |x j − x ′ |p j ), where p j determines
the correlation function smoothness and θ j the extend of a point’s
x i influence, was selected as the Kernel for all BO implementations.
Two variants are tested: P2, where p = 2, and FitP, where p is part
of the optimization loop. Three different acquisition functions are
implemented: expected improvement (EI), lower confidence bound
(LCB), and predicted value (PV) [8]. In total six different implementations are tested: Three acquisition functions are combined with
the two different variants of kernel configuration. These combinations make up the mK-BO approach. Since there are six processors
available for the experiments,CMA-ES is initialized with a population size, λ = 6. The default step-size, σ = 0.5, is maintained. The
BO variants are started with an initial latin hypercube design of 10
points. Since q-EI and MOI require initial values larger than input
dimensionality both algorithms are started with the next multiple
of six number of initial samples.
All BBOB functions are tested on their 20 dimensional versions.
Each experiment has a maximum evaluation budget of 100 and is
repeated 30 times for statistical analysis.
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RESULTS

To determine whether a significant difference between the algorithms is present the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test is used. If the
test is positive, a post-hoc test according to Conover, for pairwise
multiple comparisons, checks for differences in each algorithm pair.
The comparisons further used to rank the algorithms.
Parallel-BO implementations seemed to converge faster and have
better performance than CMA-ES, even on higher dimensions. Figure 1 shows an example of this behavior on the Sharp Ridge function. Here it can be seen that for the 20-dimensional case MOI
outperforms all other methods, followed by mK-BO. Interestingly
CMA-ES is only better than random search (RS). Convergence plots
and ranked Box-plots for all functions can be found on the supplementary material. Only for functions W eierstrass and Katsura did
BO not achieve better or equal performance than CMA-ES. Both
functions are highly rugged and repetitive.
Between the different parallel implementations, it was observed
that the approaches MOI and mK-BO often perform better than
q-EI and IPI.
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20

EXPERIMENTS

CONCLUSIONS

To answer our research questions the performance of different
parallel-BO implementations was compared against CMA-ES and
random search on a simulated expensive black box optimization
problem with a maximum of 100 function evaluations.
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Figure 1: Convergence plots for the 20-dimensional Sharp
Ridge function. Y-axis: function value (lower is better). Median, upper, and, lower quartiles are shown.
RQ-1: Can parallel variants of BO outperform inherently parallel algorithms like CMA-ES if the evaluation budget is severely
constrained? We demonstrated on several function landscapes that
parallel-BO can outperform inherently parallel CMA-ES on problems with limited function evaluations.
RQ-2: Which parallel variants of BO show the best performance
on the tested problem landscapes? Parallelization methods MOI
and mK-BO showed the better performance. Of both approaches,
MOI outperformed the other methods on most cases and is our
preferred approach for problems similar to the ones tested in this
work.
Our ongoing and future work is aimed at testing the parallelization strategies with a real world simulation problem. Furthermore,
the effect of mixing different regression models on the parallelization methods remains to be tested.
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